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Introduction 

The COVID-19 crisis has created an unprecedented disruption for global 
theological education . Within a few weeks, nearly all face-to-face instruction 
ceased around the world . Most schools scrambled to salvage the remainder of 
the term by moving into online learning environments . They used combinations 
of learning platforms, video conferencing and file sharing software, social media, 
and messaging applications . Often, faculty and students scaled back their work to 
meet the minimum requirements for course completion . 

While most faculty and students have been gracious and patient during the rapid 
transition, much of what schools have implemented in online environments cannot 
be sustained long-term for pedagogical and financial reasons . This table, adapted 
from Phil Hill, outlines the four phases through which institutions may be 
progressing during the pandemic .1

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Feb. – March 2020 April – July 2020 Aug. – Dec. 2020 2021 & Beyond

“Rush to Zoom:” 
Rapid Transition to 
Remote Teaching and 
Learning

(Re)Adding Basics: 
Enhancing Current 
Programs

Extended Transition 
During Turmoil

Emerging New 
Normal

Over a short 
period (3-4 weeks), 
institutions shifted to 
online 
environments, often 
through synchronous 
video conferencing 
(Zoom, MS Team, 
Google Meet, etc .) .

Institutions focus 
on improving the 
emergency transition 
formats, including 
ensuring access for 
those with unreliable 
internet or computer 
access .

Institutions prepare 
to support students 
for a full term with 
provisions for 
online learning, 
face-to-face 
learning, or 
transitions between 
the two .

Institutions 
implement 
sustainable online 
infrastructure and 
a plan for uses 
of technology 
and face-to-face 
learning .

As schools prepare for the next term (entering Phase 3), uncertainty remains high . 
For many schools, the coming term will look different in design and delivery than it 
would have a year ago . For some, adjustments will continue to be temporary, filling 
the gap until face-to-face courses resume . For others, the coming term will mark 
changes that may become permanent parts of an ongoing educational approach . 

During the crisis, most school leaders have focused time and energy on the most 
immediate challenges (shifting courses online, adjusting budgets, covering 

1  Adapted from Phil Hill https://philonedtech .com/revised-outlook-for-higher-eds-online-response-to-covid-19/ .  Originally developed 
at the end of March 2020 for the North American setting . While some particulars may differ, the concept of progressing through phases 
toward the new reality is helpful .
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salaries, etc .) . However, as they transition out of this acute phase and plan for the 
next term, attention should turn to the whole institution’s wellbeing . An institution 
consists of a set of interconnected areas that must be addressed simultaneously 
to promote institutional health and fulfill school mission .

How to use this document: The following pages list questions designed to help 
school leaders and leadership teams think through how the whole school is 
(or needs to be) functioning . Most schools have addressed portions of these 
questions already, but the complete set of questions provides an opportunity to 
integrate that previous work with a holistic vision of the school’s mission .

These questions include a comprehensive checklist – an opportunity to assess 
the school’s readiness to move into the next phase of learning and ministry . The 
checklist assumes that modifications will involve online education for at least one 
more term . Each box contains a series of “yes/no” questions followed by short 
explanatory notes . By working through the questions, school leaders can identify 
areas for planning and action as the next term nears .

Following the checklist, we offer three more detailed assessments related to some 
of the most pressing needs during this time – finances, online education, and care 
for the school community . The financial questions can help schools think through 
budgeting, funding, and expense controls . The online education questions outline 
areas for consideration as schools approach the next term and then consider 
incorporating online learning into permanent program offerings . Finally, the 
questions on pastoral care can help school leaders consider their community’s 
holistic needs in light of the stress created by the pandemic . 

Finally, we categorize some links for further reading . These resources can be 
useful for schools as they progress through the next phases of institutional life in 
light of the COVID-19 crisis . 

In this challenging time, may the experience of Psalm 46 be ours, especially the 
final verse: “The Lord Almighty is with us; the God of Jacob is our fortress” (NIV) .
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A Basic Checklist: Planning 
for the Coming Term

Educational Model

Yes No

1.  Have you determined your educational model for the next 
term (i.e., between now and December 31, 2020)?

2.  If not yet decided, do you have a date by which you will 
announce your decision?

Notes: For U .S . colleges this fall, Inside Higher Education has described 15 
possibilities for reopening – three main categories with variations (e .g ., delayed 
starts, hybrid approaches, etc .) . 

1 .  Resume normal teaching on campus (with enhanced sanitation 
requirements and social distancing) .

2 .  Teach online in the fall, then resume normal operations in January 2021 . 
This approach requires more significant online engagement but extends the 
current tactic of temporary online programs until on-campus meetings can 
resume .

3 .  Remain online for the 2020-2021 academic year and possibly longer .

Some schools have considered splitting the first term in half, with the first part 
of the term continuing online modes and the second part resuming face-to-face 
classes if conditions allow . 

Some schools may consider the uncertainty of the next six months to be so high 
that planning for continued online engagement may be preferred . They may be 
wary of resuming face-to-face classes only to be forced once again into lockdown 
due to a second wave of infections on campus or in their community .

Regulatory guidance, health concerns, travel restrictions on faculty/staff/
students, capacity to offer online education, and budget constraints may also 
influence decisions about the model of education adopted for the coming term . 
Timelines for decisions will impact recruitment of new students, retention of 
current students, faculty preparation, and institutional readiness .

Vol . 6 Supplem
ent
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Yes No

3.  Have faculty had a structured opportunity to share with 
one another about what they have learned during the 
disrupted term? 

4.  Have you planned workshops or training sessions for 
faculty? 

5.  Do you plan to offer additional resources to faculty who 
will continue teaching online (technical support, tutors, 
etc.)?

6.  Have you adjusted workloads and teaching or research 
assignments to accommodate changes in the next term?

Notes: Faculty have had a stressful end to the term with the rapid shift to distance 
learning . They have had to adapt courses on the fly, often piecing together 
multiple learning platforms and communication structures to reach students . In 
addition, they have cared for their own families during the lockdown, worried 
about health concerns (particularly for those in vulnerable demographics), and 
faced financial stress . If courses remain online (either as the primary delivery 
mode or as hybrid), how can the institution support faculty? How can it help 
them as they continue to teach in what, for many, is a new environment that 
requires additional preparation? Faculty will likely require extra time for course 
preparation, development of new assessments and resources, and interaction with 
students for academic and spiritual mentoring .

Faculty Support

Student Engagement

Yes No

7.  Do students have adequate internet access and 
functional devices for sustained online learning?

8.  Has the institution planned to address issues related to 
spiritual formation, chapel, mentoring, and other aspects of 
campus life in a distance format?

9.  Do you have a plan to track student participation, 
mitigate attrition, and increase course completion rates?

10.  Will you offer additional orientation for students 
(especially those newly enrolled) studying in online 
environments?
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Institutional Preparedness for 
Sustained Online Learning

11.  Have you offered any additional support to graduating 
students to help them complete their programs successfully 
in the coming year?

Notes: Like faculty, students made an unexpected shift to distance education 
during lockdowns . Some found success . Others struggled . Schools need to 
consider factors that will position students for successful learning and spiritual 
growth as they move into this next term . Further, to sustain fruitful education in 
online learning modes, schools may need to consider courses’ technological 
aspects . Can students access and interact with content and supplemental 
materials? 

Yes No

12.  Has the school assessed its readiness to engage a 
sustained online learning program?

13.  Has the school adopted and communicated a consistent 
platform, approach, and expectations for faculty and 
students engaged in online learning in the next term?

14.  Does the institution have adequate technological 
infrastructure and support personnel for online programs?

15.  Can students access adequate library resources 
remotely? 

16.  Can professors access additional online content 
(videos, etc.) to supplement their teaching?

Notes: Moving from emergency survival to a more sustained and effective 
approach to online learning, even if temporary, may require additional institutional 
investments . Consolidating to a common set of video conferencing, messaging, 
and learning platforms will increase efficiency for faculty and students . The kinds 
of additional technical support (including internet bandwidth) needed may depend 
on whether faculty members can work from campus or must remain at home 
(for recording classes, leading video conferences, etc .) . 

Vol . 6 Supplem
ent
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Practical Planning

Yes No

17.  Do you have enrollment estimates for your next term?

18.  Do you need to modify your admission process (change 
application dates, entrance exams, interviews, fees, etc.)?

19.  Will the school need to adjust course offerings and 
focus on a narrower group of subjects over the next term?

20.  Do you have plans for accomplishing formational 
activities (practical ministry, mission trips, etc.) in a 
distance learning model?

21.  Will non-formal programs (where applicable) require 
modifications or postponement?

22.  Have accrediting bodies provided additional guidance to 
ensure that newly designed programs meet their standards?

23.  Does the school have any partnerships that can help 
with resources or program delivery? (For example, could you 
collaborate with other schools to share online courses?)

24.  Does the Board need to approve any of the 
modifications made for this next term?

Notes: As the school prepares for the next term, considering the needs of two 
different groups of students may be helpful . Students continuing and completing 
degrees have a different set of needs than those just starting their programs . 
Some who dropped out or fell behind in the transition may require additional help .  
Budget, personnel, and technical limitations may require the school to consider 
whether it should offer the full array of courses for the next term . One approach 
may include consolidating courses around the curriculum’s primary components 
and core faculty strengths, with plans to resume the full spectrum of courses 
further in the future . 
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Financial Considerations

Yes No

25.  Have you written a revised budget that reflects the 
realities the school will likely face in the next term?

26.  Will students be able to pay their share of tuition this 
term?

27.  Have you contacted your donors during the crisis? 

28.  Have you adjusted revenue projections from 
income-generating projects (rentals, etc.)?

29.  Have you reviewed cost saving measures to curtail 
expenses for the next term?

30.  To make the next term successful, will you have to fund 
investments (video cameras, software licensing, internet 
upgrades, etc.)?

31.  Do you have a plan if the school enters a deficit?

32.  Have you secured required Board approvals for budget 
modifications?

Notes: Almost every school will have to recast their budgets, as the crisis has 
impacted all sources of income (tuition, local and international donations, 
third-stream projects) . Most schools will face difficult choices to make their 
budgets work over the next year . School leaders will need to plan for increasing 
revenue and controlling expenses .

Additional Thoughts Related to Mission 
and Long-Range Planning

Facing so many uncertainties, schools may need to make unique plans for 
the coming 1-2 semesters . Some courses, activities, and possibly even new 
enrollments may need to be delayed until January 2021 or later . The strengths of 
core faculty, needs of existing students, and ease of transition into online mode 
can guide decisions about whether and how to consolidate classes .

This period can actually benefit schools that plan to incorporate online 
learning into their permanent offerings . As they think about this possibility, 
schools should address some additional questions related to their mission 
and distinctive characteristics . Many schools see online courses as a way to reach 
more students . However, students can choose from an ever-increasing array of 
programs . Therefore, schools must also consider how their distinctive 
characteristics translate into the virtual environment . Course design, quality 
assurance, and faculty training will all warrant additional planning .

Vol . 6 Supplem
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Further Questions Concerning 
the Pandemic’s Financial Impact

The following questions can help school leaders analyze issues related to finances 
as they meet with their management teams, Board, and donors .  

Communication

1 .  During the crisis, how have you communicated with your senior leadership 
team, faculty, staff, and Board about the school’s current financial situation and 
plan? How will content and frequency of communications (in-person as well as 
online) need to change as you plan for reopening?

2 .  In particular, how might you work with your Board to safeguard your school’s 
mission, rethink capital projects, and maximize use of fixed assets?

3 .  During the crisis, how has your school communicated with donors, including 
local churches and individuals and international funders? Do donors know how the 
school is doing and what it is facing?  

4 .  How will donor communications need to develop going forward? What do 
donors need to hear from you as you think about the future? 

5 .  How might you mobilize donor support specifically for reopening? For example, 
would donors be interested in investment opportunities like the following: 
The school’s online equipment needs? Laptops for faculty? Reliable internet 
access for faculty and students? Salaries for extra teaching assistants for faculty 
now educating online? 

6 .  How might your school use designated funds (building funds, scholarship 
funds) to address the crisis? Could you approach donors who have given 
designated funds to ask them if those funds could be repurposed for crisis 
mitigation?  

Income

7 .  Have you composed a cash flow plan (a timetable for all expected income)? 

8 .  Have you realistically evaluated student revenue (i .e ., tuition) as part of this 
plan, bearing in mind that enrollments may sharply decline in the coming term(s)? 

9 .  Have you also realistically evaluated donations, remembering that many donors 

Vol . 6 Supplem
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may be in difficult financial straits themselves?

10 .  Where applicable, have you made a realistic projection for any additional 
third-stream income (revenue from rentals, other business ventures, etc .)?

11 .  What steps does your school need to take to manage third-stream income? 
Have you adjusted your projections for third-stream projects? Are there 
creative ways to repurpose these projects to generate new income?

Expenses

12 .  Have you listed and prioritized the school’s expenses? Which costs are 
truly beneficial, and which are unnecessary? What cost areas are particularly 
burdensome? Could any costs be ended immediately – building operations, 
mission trips, book purchases, etc .? Could any costs be trimmed – telephone bills, 
stationery, printing, etc .? 

13 .  Does the budget account for new expenses related to the pandemic? These 
might include sanitizer, masks, gloves, food vouchers, emergency travel, etc . How 
will these change as the situation evolves? 

14 .  How might faculty and staff roles be shifted to lighten the school’s financial 
burden – keeping in mind the pressures that faculty and staff already face? 

15 .  For faculty in particular, will working from home lessen travel costs? Do faculty 
have bi-vocational opportunities (although these may necessitate a decrease in 
their responsibilities at the school)? 

16 .  How might your school repurpose discretionary funds to maintain core faculty 
and staff salaries?

17 .  How might you appeal to your community (city government, utility providers, 
etc .) for assistance (where applicable)? Could fees for utilities or taxes be delayed 
or forgiven, for instance?  

18 .  How could your school renegotiate contractual agreements to avoid budget 
deficits and litigation (if applicable)? These might include rent, credit, loan 
agreements, or service contracts . In particular, what critical debt resolution steps 
does your school needs to take to manage loans, overdrafts, and bad debts?
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Further Questions Concerning 
Online Learning During and 

After the Pandemic

Near-term: The following questions relate primarily to the coming term as schools 
transition into the next phase of pandemic-inflected reality . For many, this term will 
mean temporary approaches that enhance the initial emergency response but are 
not yet fully designed online programs .

1 .  Which courses are absolutely essential to the school’s mission and student 
formation, and which courses might be put on hold for the time being? 

2 .  Have you worked with faculty to prepare courses for the next term? Do they 
have the necessary support (technical aid, access to content, help following 
up with students, etc .)?

3 .  Have faculty had an opportunity to share their successes and challenges 
with each other? Do they have opportunities for peer mentoring as they plan 
for the coming term? 

4 .  How will online programs affect the budget? Will you need to offer tuition 
reductions to students who had planned to study face-to-face but now will be 
online? Will limited course offerings affect the budget (if applicable)? 

Long-term: Designing a fully online program can require 12-36 months of planning . 
It will also affect nearly every aspect of how the school functions . The following 
questions can help the school prepare for this long-term investment . 

Mission

1 .  How do online programs fit with the school’s mission? What challenges and 
opportunities do you see as you integrate mission with the realities of online 
education? 

Vol .6 Supplem
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2 .  Has your school – leadership, faculty, and staff – articulated and agreed upon a 
teaching philosophy that ranks priorities for online education? 

3 .  In particular, how does this teaching philosophy address holistic formation in 
an online environment? How will your online courses help students arrive at a rich 
understanding of their personal relationship with Christ, their role in local ministry, 
and their connection to the Global Church?

4 .  Will your program take place completely virtually, or will it include intensive 
face-to-face interactions in a hybrid model? Will new online offerings change the 
institution’s student profile?

5 .  How will online courses prepare students for their professions? How will 
course design contribute to students’ formation for ministry – via live or 
recorded lectures, live discussions, chat postings, tests, writing assignments, 
practical exercises, and so forth? 

6 .  How will course designs need to change as courses move from the current 
term’s minimal formats to more creative mixtures of learning activities?

7 .  How will the school plan for students to fulfill practicum requirements – mission 
trips, service-learning components, shadowing, etc . – from a distance?

Approach to Teaching and Learning

Faculty

8 .  How do faculty function in online environments? Have you spoken to each of 
your faculty members about how they have made the immediate switch? Have you 
talked to them about how you can help them prepare for long-term teaching in the 
virtual environment?

9 .  To what extent are faculty trained to teach online courses? What further training 
do they need for designing and managing online courses? Have you assessed their 
experiences during the emergency shift so that you know what gaps they have 
encountered in their ability to teach online?

10 .  Do faculty need technical support for using online platforms and video 
software, etc .?   

11 .  How will online courses impact faculty members’ workloads? Have they been 
given extra time to redevelop courses? How will you help faculty balance online 
and in-person responsibilities? 

12 .  Will the school provide support through tutors or teaching assistants who can 
help manage courses developed by faculty?
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Infrastructure

13 .  What is the state of the school’s IT infrastructure (personnel, equipment, 
systems, maintenance, training)? What needs to be done to improve these for the 
coming term (if anything)?

14 .  Do students have adequate access to internet, computers, online libraries, and 
so forth? What steps do you need to take to ensure equal access for all students?
 
15 .  Does the school have a learning management software in place? Do student 
and faculty require additional training to use it effectively?

16 .  What is the state of the school’s electrical power and internet bandwidth? 
What can the institution do to improve these for the coming term (if anything)? 

17 .  Does the school have support for class production (video, audio, design, 
programming, posting in a learning management system, etc .)?

18 .  Does the school have or need to plan for virtual library resources?  Do 
students know how to access them and can they do so easily from remote 
locations?

Finances

19 .  Will you need to create a new tuition rate for online learning?

20 .  Will you need to hire tutors or teaching assistants to support faculty?
 
21 .  How will IT support affect the budget? Will you need to purchase new 
equipment, increase bandwidth, acquire software, etc .? Will you need to hire 
additional IT support?
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Further Questions Concerning 
Pastoral Care During the 

Pandemic

Caring for the Community

The COVID-19 pandemic has added considerable stress across every aspect of the 
theological school, including the community’s spiritual and emotional well-being . 
As leaders, we not only provide vision and management for the institution, but we 
also contribute to creating an environment of care for the school community and 
its members . 

1 .  What opportunities for fellowship have faculty/staff had during the pandemic? 
How have faculty/staff participated in those opportunities? 

2 .  As the school moves toward the coming term, what opportunities for 
peer-to-peer counseling do you see for faculty/staff? 

3 .  In particular, how might faculty benefit from peer counseling as they face the 
coming term? Are any faculty/staff members especially talented or experienced at 
educating online, and how could they communicate their expertise to others in the 
school? 

4 .  Have students had opportunities to counsel one another?  

5 .  How have faculty/staff been mentoring students (spiritually and emotionally, 
not just academically) during the pandemic? How will these needs develop in the 
coming term?

6 .  What avenues for bringing the school’s whole community together do you have 
(online worship services, small groups, prayer messaging, etc .)? Are these needs 
ongoing and expanding, or will they taper off naturally? 
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Caring for the Whole Person

7 .  As the school leader, have you made time to talk to individual faculty/staff 
members?

8 .  How have you praised and encouraged faculty/staff/student efforts to help the 
school sustain during the pandemic? 

9 .  How has the school been meeting unforeseen needs in its community – 
physical, spiritual, and emotional? Will these needs continue in the coming term, 
or will the school’s emergency role naturally come to a close? 

10 .  Looking ahead to the coming term, who will meet physical needs for individual 
students/faculty/staff?
 
11 .  Again, looking ahead, who will meet spiritual needs for individual students/
faculty/staff? 

12 .  How will spiritual and physical needs of students/faculty/staff change in the 
coming term? 

Caring for Yourself

13 .  As the school leader, you also need physical and spiritual care . Who is caring 
for you physically? Spiritually?

14 .  Who in your community can you thank for supporting you personally?
 
15 .  How will your personal needs change as the coming term approaches? Do you 
need to block time off, or do your responsibilities need to evolve so that you can 
sustain your own leadership productively and realistically? 
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Links for Further Reading

Spring/Summer 2020 Situation

•	 “Responding to the COVID-19 Crisis: Moving from Desperation to Hope in 
Theological Education” outlines the current state of theological education in 
the midst of the crisis, with special attention to schools located in the Majority 
World . It also points to opportunities and resources that may help schools 
move forward: https://insightsjournal .org/responding-to-the-covid-19-cri-
sis-moving-from-desperation-to-hope-in-theological-education/ .

•	 “Revised Outlook for Higher Ed’s Online Response to COVID-19” offers a 
helpful description of the phases institutions may pass through as they 
develop online learning from the initial emergency response to the “new 
normal .” The specifics of the phases may differ with context, but most 
schools will have to make more than one step between the current 
emergency response and normalized programs: https://philonedtech .com/
revised-outlook-for-higher-eds-online-response-to-covid-19/ .

•	 Christianity Today describes how two of the largest US seminaries are 
responding . The article is context-specific, but it illustrates the fact that the 
size of a school’s student body and budget do not make it immune to the 
current challenges: https://www .christianitytoday .com/news/2020/april/
coronavirus-seminary-fuller-southern-adapt-enrollment .html?utm_source=ct-
direct-html&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_term=22904152&utm_con-
tent=709568249&utm_campaign=email .

Fall 2020 Scenarios

•	 Focused on US colleges and universities, Inside Higher Ed lists 15 possible 
scenarios with variations for what education might look like in the second half 
of 2020 . The breadth of options can help schools think creatively about their 
model during the next phase and beyond: https://www .insidehighered .com/
digital-learning/blogs/learning-innovation/15-fall-scenarios . 

•	 “Make the best of an undesirable situation? How to give students a more 
complete Experience” suggests creative approaches to meeting students’ 
needs and creating a college experience that goes beyond the online 
classroom: https://insidehighered .com/news/2020/05/14/how-campus-
es-might-make-best-undesirable-virtual-fall?utm_content=bufferd952d&utm_
medium=social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=IHEbuffer&fbclid=I-
wAR3KGkmdtf6NaI_tS14r2sHHrNXuEQe72TADpdH_4_tTbOCdoKpTVuI8huc .
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Longer-Term Impacts

•	 “Leading Beyond the Blizzard” explores some of the lasting impact of the 
crisis and ways for institutions to develop new approaches to their mission . It 
calls leaders to begin to think differently about their mission and challenges 
them not to assume that everything will return to “normal” once the storm 
passes: https://journal .praxislabs .org/leading-beyond-the-blizzard-why-ev-
ery-organization-is-now-a-startup-b7f32fb278ff . 

•	 “How Should Higher Education Plan for an Uncertain Future?” examines the 
potential impact of the crisis on multiple aspects of the school, including 
faculty, students, facilities, finances, etc . It also provides some suggested 
near- and mid-term responses: https://www .mckinsey .com/industries/
public-sector/our-insights/coronavirus-how-should-us-higher-educa-
tion-plan-for-an-uncertain-future?cid=eml-web .

Finances

•	 “20 Tips for Achieving Economic Equilibrium” presents some basic principles 
for planning financially during crisis: https://www .ats .edu/uploads/resourc-
es/publications-presentations/documents/20-tips-for-achieving-econom-
ic-equilibrium .pdf . 

•	 In Trust Center for Theological Schools advises schools, “Open your eyes and 
be realistic,” in this guide for responding to financial stress: https://www .
intrust .org/Magazine/Issues/Summer-2018/Reacting-to-financial-stress . 

Pastoral Care

•	 The Christian Century presents some basic principles for pastoral care during 
COVID-19: https://www .christiancentury .org/blog-post/guest-post/10-guide-
lines-pastoral-care-during-coronavirus-outbreak . 

•	 Tearfund has collected several documents on personal spiritual practices and 
suffering during COVID-19: https://learn .tearfund .org/en/resources/covid-19/
biblical_resources_for_covid-19/ . 
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A Few Helpful Courses Offered 
by ICETE Academy

ICETE Academy has a course on assessing institutional readiness for online 
education based on the OC Institute for Excellence . They also have several 
courses to help professors develop online courses and teach effectively online . 
Most (though not all) ICETE Academy courses are self-paced . Cost for ICETE 
Academy access is $60 for a 3-year membership for an individual, with additional 
plans for schools . Some schools may have access through their membership with 
a regional ICETE accrediting body, such as ACTEA or ATA . 

Other potentially useful courses:

•	 Educating in Emergency, a course written in March 2020 as schools 
suddenly went online: https://icete .academy/mod/book/view .
php?id=1644&chapterid=501 . 

•	 Community and Social Media, a course developed in March 2020 about 
using social media to create community online during the pandemic: 
https://icete .academy/mod/book/view .php?id=1644&chapterid=503 .

•	 Online Learning Design: https://icete .academy/mod/book/view .
php?id=1644&chapterid=584 .

•	 Creating a Great Course Syllabus, not aimed specifically at online courses 
but a good refresher or conversation-starter for faculty: https://icete .
academy/mod/book/view .php?id=1644&chapterid=443 .

•	 Lesson Planning for Learning, again not directed specifically at the 
online environment but a good resource for faculty as they think about 
designing day-by-day course content: https://icete .academy/mod/book/
view .php?id=1644&chapterid=437 .

•	 Wait a Minute in Stressful Times, a course developed before the pandemic 
on helping students deal with stressful seasons: https://icete .academy/
mod/book/view .php?id=1644&chapterid=572 .

•	 New Models in Theological Education, another resource developed 
pre-pandemic but discussing innovations in delivering theological 
education: https://icete .academy/mod/book/view .php?id=1644&chap-
terid=474 .
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